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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the evolution of revues and yield managing. The study explains
briefly the history and predicts the future of revenue management, offering a visual
model to identify the main challenges faced by revenue managers.
Four emerging issues will affect four notable themes for a fertile RM application,
namely: i) organizational culture ii) dynamic pricing, both in terms of intertemporal price
discrimination and inventory controls, iii) personalized pricing and iv) distribution
channels.
When predicting the future of hotel revenue management, technological and
communication abilities are central for the next decade of revenue management.
developments break the boundaries between revenue management, sales and distribution,
removing organizational barriers toward organisational intelligence.
Keywords: revenue management, organizational culture, dynamic pricing, personalised
pricing, distribution channels, yield
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Revenue and yield management: a perspective article
Introduction
Whist yield management primarily focused on inventory controls, revenue management
emerged as a more agile and real time method that takes into consideration all profit
centres holistically. This study explains briefly the history and predicts the future of
revenue management, offering a visual model to identify the main challenges faced by
revenue managers.
Past perspective 75 years of developments 1946-2020
Early models of revenue management go back to the so-called Littlewood’s rule
(Littlewood, 1972) and to the concept of expected marginal seat revenue (Balobaba,
1987). American Airlines developed the world’s first yield management system in 1985.
This innovative approach progressed integration of forecasting, optimization and
reservation systems (Yeoman, 2016). Most of the research came from operation and
finance (Harris and Brown, 1998; Kimes and Wirtz, 2015). Staff involved in revenue
management had generally a very technical background and focused on forecasting or
other operations models across airlines, restaurants and hotels (Jones and Lockwood,
1998).
Future perspective 75 years 2020-2095
Revenue management is increasingly marketing-led, with tailored practices such as
personalized pricing or personalized rooms (Tu et al., 2017). The integration between
operations and marketing - as well as between strategy and tactics - is key for successful
revenue management. Hotels adopt key performance indicators that go beyond room
revenues, such as REVPar (Revenue per available room), which accounts for all outlets
in the property, or GopPar (gross operating profit per available room), which accounts for
expenses and cross selling (Ferguson and Smith, 2014). Ivanov and Zhechev (2012)
provide a detailed overview of the specific revenue centres, including room division,
F&B, function rooms, spa & fitness facilities, etc.
This tendency towards a more holistic approach to performance can include quality and
reputation management, as well as sustainability elements. Revenue managers face the
challenge of how to integrate new technological advances, using big data analytics,
artificial intelligence and related tools extensively (Choi et al., 2018). Capturing,
analyzing and interpreting the right data in real time (Buhalis and Sinarta, 2019) using
artificial intelligence and robots will be critical (Buhalis et al. 2019). Four emerging
issues will affect four notable themes for a fertile RM application, namely: i)
organizational culture ii) dynamic pricing, both in terms of intertemporal price
discrimination and inventory controls, iii) personalized pricing and iv) distribution
channels. Figure 1 summarizes the different forward-looking strands.

Figure 1. The future of revenue management

Revenue management is complex and requires quite advanced skills (Wang et al., 2015),
and a dynamic organizational structure (Aubke et al., 2014). The use of big data poses
lingering questions on data privacy and threats to human and social welfare. Automation
and robotics bring internal resistance to the adoption of the latest available technologies.
Organization support is crucial to keep a collaborative workplace climate (Li et al.,
2019). In this sense, training for managers and appropriate IT infrastructure for a
streamlined revenue management are essential elements (Selmi and Dornier (2011).
Dynamic pricing occur for two different reasons, intertemporal price discrimination or
inventory controls. In the first case, the company actively proposes real time price
adjustments due to different competing conditions or to the idea of segmenting different
groups of customers based on their urgency and flexibility. In the second case, the
company has already divided capacity into chunks a priory and has assigned a price tag
to each chunk (Melis and Piga, 2017). Whichever way it goes, the consumer is exposed to
dynamic price variations. Recent research shows that an intense use of dynamic pricing is
beneficial for revenue maximization, outweighing the potential risk due to price fairness
concerns (Abrate et al., 2019). The integration of tactical revenue management tools with
more strategic reputation management objectives provides a further direction for future
research.

Personalized pricing and mass customization will transform each individual to a market
segment of one. Behavior-based price discrimination implies charging a personalized
price to each customer, according to their past purchase history, location, and other finegrained data (Caillaud and De Nijs, 2014). Technological tools have made easier for
companies to apply personalized pricing. The term has also been recently used when
looking at price fairness implications (Richards et al., 2016) or at consumers’ strategic
reaction (Aviv and Pazgal, 2008). Personalized pricing is clearly one of the key elements
in the future of revenue management, as the accurate knowledge of the individual
customer, paired with the use of artificial intelligence will offer real-time price sensitivity
considerations. Automated revenue management tools will anticipate customer needs:
artificial intelligence will make preliminary bookings that will be just finally approved by
the consumer.
Distribution channels determine revenue and profitability for tourism and hospitality
principles (Martin-Fuentes and Mellinas, 2018). When looking at consumer purchases,
online travel agencies (OTAs) have become the most popular distribution channel for
hotel rooms, with nearly 70% of rooms sold (Lee, Guillet and Law, 2013; Verhoef,
Kannan and Inman, 2015). Multi-channel approaches are worthwhile to capture different
segments. Yang and Leung (2018), comparing TripAdvisor to HotelTonight, found that
offering a complimentary access to services had a differential impact across channels.
Engaging stakeholders through complimentary platforms seems to be a clear promising
avenue going forward (Viglia et al., 2018). With an increasing share of strategic
consumers using comparison online tools, integration between platforms and an omnichannel strategy are essential (Gallino et al. 2017).
Conclusions
Four key topics will shape the future of revenue management, namely: organizational
culture, dynamic pricing, personalized pricing and managing channels. When predicting
the future of hotel revenue management, Kimes (2011) argued that technological and
communication abilities are central for the next decade of revenue management.
Technological developments break the boundaries between revenue management, sales
and distribution, removing organizational barriers toward organisational intelligence.
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